
Hello Spirited Sprout Families, 

Spring is here and we sure have had a lot of fun activities to explore in our classroom.  Outdoor walks, play-

ground time and observing nature right out our window has been fun to spot 

those signs of spring.  We sang various songs of spring and read The Big Book of 

Blooms which was filled with beautiful illustrations of flowers and bug and crea-

tures that feed and hide within flowers.  New flower manipulative toys giving the 

toddlers an opportunity to work on strengthening their fine motor skills, explor-

ing a bug life cycle puzzle and we started bean seeds in paper towels and will 

watched them sprout throughout the week on our window before transplanting 

into pots.  Senses have been explored in our sensory table with shovels, flowers 

and bugs.  The children enjoyed scooping the rice into buckets, filling it will flowers and bugs, running 

the grains of rice though their hands listening to the sounds as they fall.   

During Week of the Young Child (WOYC) we celebrated each child in the classroom and their gifts 

they bring to our class.  Each child has grown so much and continues to blossom in their skills.  

Whether it’s new words and budding language, developing a new climbing skill, building courage 

and taking the leap, problem solving to use refined movements and skill to manipulate an new art 

material or connecting  an experience and recalling shapes, colors or numbers.  There is so much to 

celebrate each day in our classroom! 

Working together, we created a classroom art project which will be a wall hanging in 

our room.  Each Sprout colored coffee filters with markers and sprayed with water 

bottles to spread the saturated color throughout.  WOYC fun also included a cooking 

project when we melted chocolate and decorated cookies with sprinkles for a special 

treat to enjoy at home.   

The Spirited Sprouts built towers of blocks and highlighted opportunities to grow together, offering support to 

one another.  When a toddler feels the need for a toy and another is using it, as teachers we offer language to 

support these peer interactions.  A sense of “mine” is very strong.  “You are using it” …”Looks like ‘so and so’ 

would like it when your done” offering empathy, understanding and an opportunity to work together to build relationships.  To 

ask a toddler to share is a bit hard for a toddler to grasp, building language around what sharing is, with-

out using the word “share” gives them an understanding of what it is, also let’s them know it’s up to 

them to offer up what is “theirs”.  Autonomy is so important for every child, especially a toddler as they 

come to know who they are and figure out their place in this world.  Communication and language 

around peer interactions and at home can give a child the bigger picture as they 

piece together the world around them.   

April sure didn’t disappoint, giving us a variety of differing weather conditions, which 

flowed quite nicely into our next unit, Weather.  We talked about the windy weath-

er, snow, rain and sunshine we have seen each day.  We have sang songs about the 

weather like, “Mr. Sun” and “It’s Raining, It’s Pouring” and read The Snowy Day.  We 

had fun playing in water, making it “rain” using water droppers, squeezing colored 

water from cups into muffin tins, trays and bowls. 

A lot has been celebrated this April, including Brooke and Sully’s 2nd Birthday.  As 

well as a move up celebration for Ivy’s transition to Preschool and Oliver has moved into our Spirited 

Sprouts Toddler room! 

Here’s to warmer weather ahead!! 

Ms. Sue and Ms. Tanisha 


